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Abstract

This paper describes the architecture and uses of an Internet-based software platform called PowerWeb. PowerWeb was
designed and implemented as a simulation environment for evaluating various power exchange auction markets through
experimental investigation. It is designed to host simulations of a competitive ‘day-ahead’ electric energy market in which
the participants interact by submitting bids or offers into a market via a web-based user interface. The PowerWeb
environment is meant to be flexible so as to allow investigation of various market mechanisms. In this paper we describe its
interactive, distributed and web-based character. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The US electric power industry is taking major
steps forward to restructure its institutional arrange-
ments to support competition among energy suppli-
ers. The US is not the first in the world to embark on
this path and to refer to the undertaking as deregula-
tion would be a mistake. In 1990, the United King-
dom restructured its industry to form separate gener-
ation, transmission and distribution companies. To-
day, this arrangement represents perhaps the most
complex regulatory environment in the world as a
result of efforts to ensure that the independent com-
panies provide reliable electric power at fair prices.
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Despite the experience in the UK, the historical
experience with deregulation of other industries has
been an unqualified success from the point of view
of economic efficiency. For example, price decreases
in the airline, natural gas, and long distance tele-

w xphone industries have been well documented 1 .
However, the electric utility industry presents un-
precedented complications for restructuring. In par-
ticular, electric power networks offer multiple simul-
taneous commodities and a variety of externalities
such as reliability concerns that imply a pure market
solution is unlikely to be efficient. The unbundling
of technical services suggests the existence of a
multi-dimensional or multi-unit market where the
sale of many related goods will take place. While
there is an emphasis by economists on efficiency,
there is little known about the efficiency properties
of various auction designs for multiple objects.

The move to competitive markets for electric
power is advancing at increasing speed, based on the
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notion that competition will generate cost savings. In
our opinion, there is insufficient attention being paid
to the type of market to be employed. The notion
that any market is better than no market is demon-
strably false for a number of reasons. Without care-
ful attention to the design of these markets the
promise of deregulation could easily be lost through
new types of inefficiencies. For example, it has been
shown in experimental economics that the specific

Žauction institution double auction, call auction, uni-
.form price auction, English auction, etc. can have

dramatically different efficiencies. Some auctions are
much more efficient in the face of market power

w xthan others 2 . Efficiency differences as much as
15% are commonly observed.

w xAlthough it has been shown by Smith 3 in
economics laboratory experiments that reasonable
efficiencies can be achieved in smart markets for
extremely simple network situations, no experiments
have been conducted testing smart markets with
complex networks. Additionally, no experiments
have tested multiple interconnected markets for an-
cillary services along with the energy market as have
been proposed for most electric power markets. The
unit commitment problem remains untouched in ex-
perimental testing except for the primitive yet in-

w xtriguing experiments of Plott 4 . The common thread
in all of these untested areas is the necessity for
collaborative research in electrical engineering and
experimental economics. It is for this reason that we
have designed and built the experimentation environ-
ment we refer to as PowerWeb. In the remaining part
of this paper, we describe its architecture in some
detail. It is an example of a network-centered com-
puting environment that we believe will become
commonplace in the years to come.

2. PowerWeb functionality

PowerWeb is an Internet-based simulation envi-
ronment for testing various power exchange auction
markets experimentally using human decision-
makers. It is interactive, distributed and web-based.
It is designed to host simulations of a competitive
‘day-ahead’ electric energy market in the context of
a restructured electric power industry.

2.1. OÕerÕiew

Since PowerWeb is based on the Internet, it is not
necessary for participants to be in the same physical
location in order to conduct an experiment. The
web-based architecture, shown in Fig. 5, enables a
participant to access PowerWeb from anywhere In-
ternet access is available. The only software neces-
sary is a modern web browser, such as Netscape
Navigatore, which runs on nearly all computing
platforms in common use today.

The PowerWeb environment is meant to be flexi-
ble so as to accommodate markets with a variety of
‘rules of the game’. Because of operational con-
straints on a power system, it seems necessary to
have a central agent acting as an independent system

Ž .operator ISO . PowerWeb is designed to host vari-
ous ISO models, for example, a ‘maximum ISO’
where full market information is available. This is
typical of several variants of the PoolCo model. The
PowerWeb environment is designed to run unit com-
mitment and optimal power flow routines against
load forecasts in order to provide generation sched-
ules such as those that might be assigned by a Power

Ž .Exchange PX .
In the current implementation of PowerWeb, the

ISOrPX receives offers to sell power from indepen-
dently owned generation facilities. Based on a fore-
casted load profile for the next day and the informa-
tion gathered from the generator’s offers, the ISO
computes the optimal generator set points along with
a corresponding price schedule which will allow the
system to meet changing demand while satisfying all
operational constraints. The method used to solicit
offers and the mechanism which determines prices
are dependent on the market model being examined.

As a web-based tool, PowerWeb may be used in
several capacities. It can be utilized in a tightly
controlled setting where a well-defined group of
subjects are used for a very specific set of market
experiments. It can also be used in a more open
environment in which anyone on the web can log in
and ‘play’ as a generator competing against other
generators, controlled by other humans or computer

Ž .algorithms automatons , to generate power prof-
itably.

In either case, since PowerWeb is web-based, it is
accessible at all times to anyone with proper autho-
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rization, as long as the servers are up and running.
ŽTo eliminate the need to coordinate accesses via

.phone, e-mail, etc. and to prevent one user’s actions
from interfering with another’s, all accesses occur in
the context of a given ‘session’.

2.2. A typical session

When initially accessing PowerWeb, it is neces-
sary to register to obtain a user id and password,
which will be used to authorize all further access. A
registered user can log in to an existing session or
create a new session via a set of HTML forms. The
session specifies which power system is being simu-

Žlated, who ‘owns’ which system resources genera-
.tors, etc. , and what market mechanism is in use.

Multiple sessions can be active at any given time and
activity in each is completely independent of the
others. Typically, a user in a session will ‘own’ one
or more generating plants, or may represent the ISO.

After logging in as a generator in a simple auction
session, for instance, the user is taken to the Offer
Submission page shown in Fig. 1, which displays the
cost and capacity information for their generator.

Here they can enter offers to sell power to the ISO.
Graphical displays of costs and offers have also been
implemented using Java applets.

When all participants have submitted their offers,
PowerWeb’s computational engine runs the auction
according to the rules specified and reports back the
results to the user. The Auction Results page is
shown in Fig. 2.

PowerWeb also has the capability to provide dif-
fering levels of information to the players, as speci-
fied by the experimenters. In a full information
setting, each user would have access to the system
information area, which gives tabular summaries of
the system operation conditions as well as a ‘live’
one-line diagram of the power system. Fig. 3 shows
the one-line diagram of a six generator, 30-bus sys-
tem in PowerWeb’s database. This diagram is gener-
ated dynamically by a Java applet from information
retrieved from a relational database server. The dia-
gram can be panned and zoomed and it is interactive
in that clicking on an object such as a line, bus,
generator, or load will query the database for infor-
mation about the object. For example, selecting a bus
will display the current information about real and
reactive flows into and out of the bus as well as

Fig. 1. Offer submission page.
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Fig. 2. Auction results page.

Fig. 3. PowerWeb one-line diagram display, showing 30-bus system.
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Fig. 4. Sample bidding results.

information about the current voltage level of the
bus.

Though not implemented in the current version,
PowerWeb is also designed to display auction results
after an experiment so the experimenters and partici-
pants can visually observe key aspects of the behav-
ior of the market. Fig. 4 shows some sample bidding
behavior.

When a session has ended or a user has finished
they can log out explicitly, or quit their browser,
which implicitly does an automatic log out.

w xThe PowerWeb User’s Manual 5 has more de-
tails regarding PowerWeb’s functionality.

3. Internet technologies

In order to understand some of the design choices
that were made for PowerWeb, it is important to
understand the capabilities and limitations of the
currently available Internet technologies. These tech-
nologies include a rich collection of cross-platform,
open standards that enable developers to quickly
create and deploy network-centered applications.

This section explores some of the primary tech-
nologies utilized in PowerWeb. It should be noted

that, for many of these technologies, the Internet is
not the only, or necessarily even primary, context for
their use. PowerWeb is a distributed application
defined by various programs running simultane-
ously on different computers and the protocols by
which these programs interact. PowerWeb uses a
client–server architecture, where the programs in-
volved take on the role of client or server for a
specific of interaction. The technologies discussed
below are divided into the languages used to imple-
ment PowerWeb’s various programs and the proto-
cols by which they communicate.

3.1. Languages

[ ]3.1.1. HTML 6
Ž .HyperText Markup Language HTML is a very

well-known and widely used international standard
maintained by the Internet Engineering Task Force
Ž .IETF for defining a document with possible links
to other network resources. An HTML document, as
interpreted and rendered by a typical web browser,
may include structured and formatted text, tables,
fill-out forms, images, hypertext links, Java applets
and references to other types of data which can be
handled via helper applications or browser plug-ins.
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HTML is ideal for displaying information to a
user on the web. An HTML renderer is built into
every web browser so it is very cross-platform in
nature. It is limited in that it is static, so interactivity
with an HTML document is generally in the form of

Ž .a link to another possibly dynamically generated
HTML document. The vast majority of the user
interface in PowerWeb consists of dynamically gen-
erated HTML pages.

[ ]3.1.2. Perl 7
Perl is a language originally designed as a UNIX

administration tool. It has become tremendously pop-
ular with web developers as a language for writing
programs which generate HTML pages as output.
One of Perl’s many strengths is in the area of text
handling, which is exactly what is needed for pro-
ducing and manipulating HTML. Perl’s operating
system, file system, network and database interface
capabilities along with its object-oriented language
features, uniquely coordinated developer community,
and extensive archive of high quality freely available
reusable modules, make it an ideal choice for many
of PowerWeb’s tasks.

[ ]3.1.3. JaÕa 8
Java is a complete programming language that

allows true platform-independent application devel-
opment. It was developed by Sun Microsystems and
has been submitted to the open standards process. It
is an object-oriented, distributed, interpreted, robust,
secure, architecture-neutral, portable, high-perfor-
mance, multi-threaded, and dynamic language. Of
particular significance to developers of network ap-
plications is the ability of a Java application class,
called an ‘applet’, to be securely downloaded from
anywhere on the network. The application can then
be loaded dynamically and executed immediately. It
is simple to place references to Java applets into an
HTML document. Users may then invoke an applet
by simply accessing the relevant page.

PowerWeb currently uses Java applets to display
the one-line diagram of the power system and to
display cost and offer information graphically. In
spite of the fact that Java is a relatively immature
technology and there is some inconsistency across
implementations, it promises to be a dominant player

in the development of network-centered applications
like PowerWeb.

[ ]3.1.4. JaÕaScript 9
JavaScript is an interpreted scripting language

developed by Netscape Communications. Contrary to
the implication of the name, it is not based on Java.
JavaScript code can be embedded within an HTML
document where it is executed by the web browser in
response to specified events. For example, a button
can be linked to some JavaScript code that executes
when the button is pressed.

One application of JavaScript in PowerWeb is to
create a button used to fill in an offer with the values
from a previously submitted offer.

3.1.5. SQL
Ž .The Structured Query Language SQL is a stan-

dard language for defining, querying and manipulat-
ing the data in a relational database. PowerWeb uses
SQL extensively to access and modify data in its
database.

3.1.6. Matlab
Matlab, the language, is an interpreted, procedural

language developed by The MathWorks and de-
signed for numerical mathematics, especially appli-
cations involving matrix and vector computations. It
includes highly optimized dense and sparse matrix
factoring routines among many others. Until the
most recent version, Matlab was quite limited in the
data structures available, but its strength in matrix
and vector computations still make it a tool of choice
for the types of computations required for power
system simulations.

PowerWeb uses Matlab as the language for imple-
menting all of the optimal power flow programs as
well as the market pricing code which form the core
of PowerWeb’s computational server. Since Matlab
is not explicitly designed as a network language, it
was necessary to develop our own protocol for inter-
acting with the Matlab programs.

3.2. Protocols

[ ]3.2.1. HTTP 10
Ž .The HyperText Transfer Protocol HTTP is the

standard protocol for communicating between clients
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and servers on the web. HTTP is a stateless protocol,
which specifies how a client and server establish a
connection, how the client requests a specific service
from the server, how the server issues a response,
and how the connection is terminated. The terms
‘client’ and ‘server’ are defined primarily in terms of
their roles in an HTTP interaction. HTTP connec-
tions over the Internet are implemented using the
TCPrIP protocol.

In PowerWeb, all interaction between the web
browser and the web server are based on HTTP, as
are all communications with the computational
server, and some communications with the database
server.

[ ]3.2.2. CGI 11
Ž .Common Gateway Interface CGI is a very popu-

lar standard protocol for communication between a
web server and an external program, typically re-
ferred to as a CGI program. The primary role of a
CGI program is to dynamically create data on de-
mand, such as a web page or image, for the web
server to return to a client. Since the CGI protocol
clearly defines the interface to the web server, any
language that can implement this interface can be
used to write a CGI program. One of the limitations
of CGI is the performance penalty arising from the
overhead involved in spawning a new process for

w xeach request. FastCGI 12 is a lesser-used alterna-
tive that allows the external program to continue to
run between requests to avoid this overhead. Some
web servers also have application programming in-

Ž .terfaces APIs which allow developers to directly
extend the web server functionality to be able to
generate dynamic pages.

PowerWeb uses CGI programs implemented in
Perl for nearly all of the dynamically generated
HTML pages which make up PowerWeb’s user in-
terface. Some of the other alternatives mentioned are
also being considered.

[ ]3.2.3. Cookies 13
An HTTP cookie is an object containing state

information, a simple name and value pair, that a
web server informs a web browser to send along
with any subsequent requests to a specified range of
URLs. PowerWeb utilizes cookies to store login

information to avoid requiring a user to type in their
password for each page they want to access.

[ ]3.2.4. URL 14
Ž .A Uniform Resource Locator URL is the stan-

dard means of identifying and locating any network
resource. URLs are used to address specific web
pages including those that may be generated dynami-
cally by a program. PowerWeb uses URLs to iden-
tify the HTML documents that make up its user
interface.

[ ]3.2.5. MIME 15
The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

Ž .MIME standard specifies the type of data and
encoding associated with a document. PowerWeb
uses MIME to specify the type of data transmitted
over the HTTP connections between clients and the
web server and computational server.

[ ]3.2.6. DBI 16
DBI is the database interface module and API for

accessing SQL databases from Perl. It is designed to
be independent of the database server being used. It
is an ideal interface for PowerWeb to use to access
its database server from the Perl CGI programs.

[ ]3.2.7. JDBC 17
Ž .The Java Database Connectivity JDBC is the

standard protocol for accessing a database from the
Java programming language. PowerWeb uses JDBC
for all of its Java-based database access.

4. Communications architecture

PowerWeb employs a distributed architecture on
several different levels. First, it is a client server
architecture, in that all user interaction with Power-

ŽWeb is via a web client a browser, or applet running
.within a browser communicating with the Power-

Web server. Second, the PowerWeb server also has a
distributed architecture consisting of several inde-
pendent processes, such as the web server, the
database server, and the computational server, each
of which can be running on different computers.
Even the computational server has several parts that
need not reside on a single machine.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the various components of the
PowerWeb communications architecture. Currently,
the entire PowerWeb server is running on a Sun
Ultra 2200, with dual 200 MHz processors. The web

w xserver is an Apache server 18 and the database
w xserver is mySQL 19 .

When a request for a specific URL is transmitted
from one of the web clients to the web server, the
server determines whether the URL refers to a static
HTML document or to one that must be generated
on the fly. In the first case, the web server retrieves
the file from the disk and returns it to the client. In
the second case, the web server passes the request on
to what is referred to here generically as a ‘request

handler’. This could be a separate program invoked
via a CGI or FastCGI protocol, or it could simply be
a server module that runs to produce the document to
be returned.

The vast majority of accesses to PowerWeb are
processed by a ‘request handler’ that, in turn, makes
requests to the database server. In the current imple-
mentation, the ‘request handler’ is a CGI program
written in Perl. All accesses subsequent to login are
accompanied by a cookie containing authentication
data that is compared with information provided by
the database. The protocol for communication with
the database server is a specialized protocol defined
by the developers of mySQL, which uses UNIX

Fig. 5. PowerWeb communications architecture.
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sockets for local communication and TCPrIP sock-
ets for remote communication. The computational
server also receives requests from the ‘request han-
dler’ via the HTTP protocol. Based on the parame-
ters sent with the request, it retrieves the necessary
data from the database, runs the requested computa-
tion, and returns the output to the ‘request handler’.
The computational engine is implemented as a web
server with a CGI program that makes database
queries and invokes Matlab programs through a
UNIX pipe.

The real-time update server, which is not cur-
rently implemented, is needed in order to contact a
client when it needs to be made aware of new
information. The standard web protocols facilitate
only the following sequence: a client connects to the
server with a request, the server responds and closes
the connection. The HTTP protocol is a stateless
protocol that does not provide the ability for the
server to initiate a communication with a client. One
way to overcome this limitation is for the server to
keep a ‘live’ connection to a Java applet running at
each active client. This ‘live’ connection must be
handled via another server process. A typical use of
the update server would be if the user acting as ISO
triggers a recomputation of the dispatch and price
schedules, when the computation is completed, the
server would pass a message to the update server to
notify the clients to retrieve the new information.
The current PowerWeb implementation utilizes
‘server-push’ technology to implement some of the
functionality of the real-time update server. Server-
push allows the web server to keep the connection
open after returning a page to the browser. When
updated information is available, the server can send
an updated page which replaces the one currently
displayed by the browser.

5. Database structure

In the PowerWeb environment, there is a tremen-
dous amount of data that needs to be handled and
used in varying contexts. A relational database server
satisfies the needs for logical data organization with
its relational model, synchronized updating of the
data to maintain data integrity, and flexibility in
access to the data via the SQL language.

In the interactive Internet-based environment, per-
formance of the database server is also of utmost

w ximportance. The mySQL server 19 used in Power-
Web meets these requirements nicely.

The data handled by PowerWeb can be classified
into three main categories:
Ø user administration data,
Ø power system data,
Ø session data.

5.1. User administration data

The user administration data is used primarily to
control who has access to what information in Pow-
erWeb. When a request is made for user X to see
cost information for a generator ‘owned’ by group
Y, for instance, these tables would be accessed to
determine whether the request is coming from some-
one who is authenticated as user X, and to ensure
that user X really is a member of group Y. These
data are stored primarily in three tables:

Users User id, password, registration info
Groups Group id and name
UserGroup Mapping of users to groups

5.2. Power system data

The power system data refers to the coordinate
data needed to display a one-line diagram of the
system, all of the power flow data needed to run an

Ž .optimal power flow OPF , the results of the OPF,
and the cost information required to compute profits
given the resulting dispatch and price schedules.
These data are held in the tables described below.

The main table which contains the top-level data
for each base case, one row per case, is the Systems
table. Each row of each of the Areas, Buses,
Branches, BranchSegments, Caps, Gens, and Loads
tables has a field which links it to a system in the
Systems table and another which is the index of that
particular area, bus, branch, etc. within that system.
In addition, each row of the tables contain the fol-
lowing data:
Systems System id, system name, MVA

base, number of buses, lines,
gens, etc.
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Areas Area name, price reference bus
Buses Area number, zone, voltage

class, bus type, upper and
lower voltage limits, initial
voltage magnitude and angle,
one-line coordinates

Branches ‘From’ and ‘to’ bus numbers,
circuit number, line status,
impedance and charging pa-
rameters, thermal capacity rat-
ings, tap ratio and phase angle
shift

BranchSegments One-line coordinates of branch
segments

Caps Bus number, status, admit-
tance, one-line coordinates

Gens Bus number, gen name, base
MVA, status, initial active and
reactive power generation, ini-
tial voltage magnitude set-
point, upper and lower limits
on active and reactive output,
ramp rate, min up and down
times, key to entry in Gen-
Costs table

GenCosts Cost class, cost model, startup
and shutdown costs

GenCostData Key to entry in GenCosts
table, parameters which define
polynomial or piecewise lin-
ear production cost curve

Loads Bus number, real and reactive
demand, percentages of con-
stant impedance, constant cur-
rent, and constant power

Ž .The data for the optimal power flow solutions is
stored in separate tables, to avoid having to store all
of the constant power flow data for each case that is
run. The Solns table holds the top-level data, one
row per solved case, to which the other tables are
referenced. Each of the BusSolns, BranchSolns, and
GenSolns tables has a column which links each
record to an entry in the Solns table and another
which is the bus, branch, or generator index. In
addition, the following information is stored in these
tables:
Solns Solution id, name, system id
BusSoln Bus type, voltage magnitude and an-

gle, Lagrange multipliers for real and
reactive power balance requirements,
KuhnTucker multipliers for upper and
lower voltage constraints

BranchSoln Real and reactive power flow at each
end of the branch, KuhnTucker multi-
pliers for flow constraints

GenSoln Status, active and reactive power out-
put, voltage setpoint, KuhnTucker
multipliers for upper and lower real
and reactive output constraints

The Changes and ChangeData tables provide a
convenient way to specify modifications to an exist-
ing base case. Each row in Changes corresponds to
an independent set of modifications that can be
applied to an existing base case. ChangeData has a
column that associates that particular change with a
corresponding set in Changes.

ŽChanges Change set id, valid system id 0 for
.any system , name of change set

ChangeData Table, column and index of data to be
Ž .modified all indices if index is 0 ,

Ž .type of change scale or replace , scale
or replacement value

5.3. Session data

All interaction with PowerWeb is in the context
of a ‘session’ that the user is logged in to. The tables
listed in this section handle the data for managing
these sessions. The main top-level data is stored in
the Sessions table, with one row per session. Many
of the other tables here have references to a particu-
lar entry in this table which link their data to a
specific session.
Sessions Session id, name, user id of session

owner, system id, market id, number
of trading periods, number of dispatch
periods, number of iterations per trad-
ing period, length of dispatch period,
time given for each iteration, persis-
tence level, auto vs. manual computa-
tion mode, logging detail level, cre-
ation time, start time, simulation clock
time, session state, current trading pe-
riod, current dispatch period, current
iteration number, textual session de-
scription
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The Markets table has an entry for each type of
market implemented in PowerWeb. The table stores
a few parameters common to the various markets,
but the rules of each market are programmed sepa-
rately in PowerWeb code.
Markets Market id, name, type of offer

Ž .blocks, functions , auction id, offer
dimensions

The Resources and ResOwners tables specify
Ž .which system resources e.g., generators are ‘owned’

by which user or group.
Resources Resource id, session id, resource type

Ž .gen, load , index, name
ResOwners Resource id, user id or group id

Each PowerWeb session is organized into a se-
quence of trading periods, during which offers are
made to sell power to meet a forecasted demand
schedule. The schedule for a given trading period
may be divided into several dispatch periods, each of
which has its own demand forecast, its own actual
demand, and possible it’s own set of other arbitrary
changes to network parameters. A ‘system profile’ is
used to specify how the system parameters, including
demand, vary through out the various trading periods
and dispatch periods. The SystemProfiles table de-
fines the system parameters used for each period.
SystemProfiles Session id, trading period,

dispatch period, type of pro-
Ž .file forecasted or actual , se-

quence number, change set id
In addition, the submission of offers and computa-

tion of dispatch and price schedules may be iterated
several times for each period in the system profile.
Each of these iterations is treated as a separate ‘case’
to be run. The Cases table associates an id with each
iteration of each period, which the other tables, can
use as a reference. CaseIOData associates each case
with it’s set of offers and dispatch results, and
CaseSolnData matches each case with its solution in
the Solns table.
Cases Case id, session id, trading period,

dispatch period, iteration, state
CaseIOData Case id, resource id, type of IO

Ždata real power, reactive power,
.etc. , offer id, dispatch id

Ž .Offers Offer id, sequence block number,
quantity, price

Dispatches Dispatch id, quantity, price, fixed

cost, variable cost, startup cost,
penalty, profit

CaseSolnData Case id, solution id

6. Underlying optimal power flow

At the heart of the PowerWeb, computational
Ž .engine is an optimal power flow OPF program that

is executed by the ISO in response to offers submit-
ted in an auction. The market activity rules deter-
mine what offers are valid, but it is the ISO’s role to
ensure the safe and reliable operation of the network.
By using an OPF, the ISO can legitimately allocate
generation in an ‘optimal’ way while respecting line
flow constraints, voltage magnitude constraints, VAr
constraints and any other constraints that are neces-
sary to ensure safety and reliability. As a by-product,
the OPF also produces the shadow prices associated

Ž .with locationally based marginal pricing LBMP of
power. These prices can be used as determined by
the market mechanism being employed.

In the context of a market in PowerWeb, the OPF
may be subjected to widely varying costs and there-
fore dispatches which are far from typical base case
operation. It is important in such an environment that
the OPF be extremely robust.

The OPF in PowerWeb can handle quadratic cost
functions as well as convex piecewise linear cost
functions. The OPF problem can be stated as fol-
lows: Minimize the total cost of generation,
min

fiÝ
P ,Qg g

such that active and reactive power balance equa-
tions are satisfied,
P V ,u yP qP s0Ž . g i L i

Q V ,u yQ qQ s0Ž . g i L i

active and reactive generator outputs are within spec-
ified limits,

PmFP FPM
g i g i g i

QmFQ FQM
g i g i g i

bus voltages lie in an acceptable range,

V mFV FV M
i
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Table 1
Ž .OPF timing results s

Ž .Size of test system Run time s

Generators Buses

3 9 2
6 30 5
7 57 7
54 118 30
65 148 190
69 300 117

and apparent power flow at the ‘from’ and ‘to’ bus
ends of each line do not exceed the line’s capacity
limits,

˜f MS FS ,i j i j

˜t MS FS .i j i j

In addition to the formulation above, PowerWeb
auctions require the ability for the OPF to decommit
units with excessive offers.

Several OPF algorithms have been developed in
Matlab for use in PowerWeb. One method is based
on the constr function in Matlab’s Optimization

Ž .Toolbox OT . This optimizer uses a quasi-Newton
approach that seems to work quite well for small
systems. Quadratic cost functions can easily be han-
dled directly. The piecewise linear costs arising from
block offers in PowerWeb are accommodated by
introducing cost variables which are constrained be-
low by the piecewise linear functions.

The other OPF algorithms available to PowerWeb
are based on successive linear programming. LP-
based methods have been examined extensively and
are used in some production grade OPF packages
w x20 . Several LP-based OPF solvers have been devel-
oped for PowerWeb. One is a ‘dense’ approach,
which eliminates the power flow equations and net-
work voltage variables in the formulation of the LP.
Another approach solves a larger sparse LP, which
contains the power flow equations and bus voltages.

Since the OT’s quasi-Newton based constr func-
tion does not preserve sparsity, it is only suitable for
small problems. With a good, sparse LP-solver the
LP-based methods are able to handle somewhat larger
systems. The following are some preliminary timing
results in seconds for one of the LP-based methods

running on a Sun Ultra 2200, using BPMPD, by
w x Ž .Meszaros 21 , as the LP-solver Table 1 .´ ´

In the current implementation, the ability to de-
commit expensive generators is handled by a com-
mitment heuristic based on the concepts described in

w xRef. 22 . The latest version of the Matlab OPF
solvers and more detailed documentation of the algo-
rithms employed are available at no cost at http:rr
www.pserc.cornell.edurmatpowerr as part of the

w xMATPOWER package 23 .

7. Conclusions

In light of the restructuring of the electric power
industry to foster a competitive environment among
energy suppliers, tools for experimentally testing the
various proposed market structures are needed. Pow-
erWeb is designed to be a flexible platform for
performing such economic experiments using realis-
tic modeling of the physical network and real human
decision-makers. As an Internet-based, network-
centered computing environment, PowerWeb makes
use of a wide variety of technologies in its imple-
mentation. All data are handled by a relational
database and market computations are performed by
a Matlab-based OPF. Ongoing development of the
PowerWeb platform is planned to accommodate the
industry’s experimental needs.
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